The ambassador of France in Ukraine visited Inkerman
Extraordinary and plenipotentiary ambassador of Republic
France in Ukraine Jacques Faure visited Inkerman’s factory
of vintage wines.
On results meeting he expressed opinion, that in the
countries of Western Europe, where a fashion on wines is
dictated by France, Italy and Spain, Ukrainian wine has
good prospects.
Visit of Jacques Faure on Inkerman’s factory of vintage
wines must become beginning of yet more close
collaboration of the French and Ukrainian wine-makers. For this purpose it was chosen one of key
enterprises of the Ukrainian winemaking wines of which, will remind, from data of company
MEMRB, occupy leading positions at the market with a
stake in 12,5%. In opinion of representatives of
Inkerman’s FVW the meeting with the ambassador of
France also can give a start the export of wines of
INKERMAN in the countries of Western Europe.
“Today I made attempt different wines of red and white
sorts of vine. The level of their production impresses
and, to my mind, for such products there will be a place
even at the winy market of France”, - Jacques Faure
shared the impressions.
We will remind, in 2008 with the purpose of expert estimation of possibilities of export of wines of
INKERMAN to the markets of countries of EU to Ukraine the anchorman of enologist of the
famous French Shateaux Lafitte Rothschild Renaud Pascal-Mousselard was invited. Verdict of
expert – on the level of quality of inkerman’s wine fully correspond to the greatest world standards
of the winemaking. “Unique that requires serious efforts – advancement of all brands of wines:
dry, semi-dry and semi-doux at the market of Europe, foremost in France”, - Anatoliy Filippov
marked, director on strategic development of Inkerman’s factory of vintage wines.
In the First National Winemaking Holding in the complement of which Inkerman’s factory of fine
wines enters, mark that the mission of holding is a revival of traditions of the Ukrainian
winemaking, therefore work on introduction of the newest technologies of all stages of production
of wine will proceed in the nearest years – from expansion of area of vineyards to the line of
pouring. For the last 5 years 492 million UAH was invested in modernization of enterprises and
expansion of areas of vineyards of the FNWH. “Own source of raw materials, newest equipment
for processing of vine, and hard control of quality – these 3 factors are today the mortgage of
success of wines of INKERMAN in Ukraine and will become basis for their advancement in
Europe”, - Anatoliy Filippov, director on strategic development of Inkerman’s factory of vintage
wines, declared.
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